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JOHN GAS SAWAY

FORWARD
Forward
Always at the forefront of customer experience and comfort, the hospitality industry
is typically among the first adopters of various technologies, especially those related
to the design of the built environment. As hotels have competed for the opportunity
to accommodate guests, they were historically quick to integrate everything from
indoor plumbing, electricity, and elevators to cutting edge construction materials,
curving escalators, and virtual room keys. With the imperative to building more
sustainably and the growing number of guests that seek properties that are more
environmentally conscious, the design research conducted in the following study by
John Gassaway has the opportunity to transform how the construction industry thinks
about building systems and the interior conditioning of spaces.
In place of forced-air systems, which can consume significant amounts of natural
resources and are often very inefficient, a proposed hybrid system (ground-source
thermal loop + concrete pipe-embedded wall) shows how building design that
synthesizes site, architecture, and interior design can efficiently control interior
thermal comfort. Buildings produce approximately forty percent of the world’s
pollution (both directly and indirectly), and while the hybrid system examined here
has the ability to work across most building typologies, Gassaway has explored the
integration of the system within hospitality archetypes for two important reasons.
First, if the system can be shown to work in the complex building program of a hotel
(many programs under one roof, innumerable private rooms – each with their
separate HVAC), it could arguably work anywhere. Secondly, the hospitality sector is
in the position to lead by example. Progressive properties could effectively
showcase this kind of building system, and global tourists having great experiences
with the hybrid system might disseminate the innovation.
The new ideas for building systems offered by Gassaway throughout his final
semester in the Master of Architecture Program have the capacity to advance
architecture in some remarkable ways. As the Hospitality Design (HD) Studio
focuses on the experiential qualities of architecture, continued design research on
hybrid systems will have opportunities to explore how building functions, which are
typically invisible or seem to operate at a subconscious level, can bring perceived
value to building occupants. To what extent can these largely-behind-the-scenes
variations bring value to visitors? I trust the readers of Gassaway’s work will be able
to envision many possibilities.
-Glenn NP Nowak, AIA

Dedicated to Thomas and Alice Clapp,
Your hard work, focus, and longevity made this possible.
Thank you
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PROJECT
Introduction
As global demand for
energy increases, there
will be a need to design
and construct more energy
efficient building envelope
systems, particularly for arid
regions where annual average
temperatures are currently
above the global average.
These systems need to
reduce energy consumption
and tonnage of released
carbon dioxide. These
systems should help mitigate
climate change due in part
to carbon emissions from
buildings and help create
a comfortable space while
maintaining responsive control
of the interior environment.
Traditionally, building
envelope systems for
hospitality typologies have
consisted of brick, steel
frame or light wood frame
construction based on
climate region and available
materials. These typical
building materials foster cost
effective projects that are time
sensitive. Most of the
energy efficient improvements
in these typical building
envelopes have consisted
of increasing the quantity
and thermal performance of
insulation.
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While these improvements
have helped, their
development has been
coupled with typical HVAC
systems that perpetuate a
long legacy of high energy
consumption. These building
elements will have to utilize
some form of low-grade or
renewable energy source in
order to meet future energy
and climate change demands.
Ground source thermal
loops are energy efficient
mechanical systems that
effectively utilize the earth
below grade to transfer
thermal energy. GSTL can
be coupled with concrete
building envelopes via pipe
embedded elements. These
pipe embedded elements can
connect low-grade energy
sources in the earth to vertical
concrete building elements
exposed to potential thermal
energy from the sun.
Concrete walls used as
building envelopes have
long been an effective
passive design strategy used
to repel, store and release
energy in order to satisfy
building heating and cooling
needs. However, this passive
envelope strategy cannot

satisfy all climate region
demands particularly arid
climates with low range
diurnal temperature swings.
This requires material
improvement or additional
mechanical systems to meet
demands.
Concrete pipe-embedded
walls with the proper
thickness, combined with
ground source thermal
loops, can take advantage
of both the sun and earth as
low grade energy sources.
This coupled system can be
applied to small and medium
size buildings for defined
hospitality typologies and has
the potential to provide a long
term low cost alternative to
typical building systems.
In addition, expectations
of comfort levels for guests
in the hospitality industry are
high. Typically, traditional
HVAC systems have an
advantage over passive
building systems by providing
immediate responsive
control over interior space
conditioning. By adding
mechanical controls to
passive thermal mass design
in the building envelope,
guests in the hospitality
industry can maintain
responsive control helping to

prevent preconceived notions
and create a change in
perception about thermal
comfort levels.

Statement
In arid regions, when
compared to traditional
HVAC systems, ground
source heat exchangers
connected to pipe
embedded concrete
walls in building
envelopes can satisfy
required heating and
cooling loads during
times of low range
diurnal temperature
swings and reduce
energy consumption. In
addition, this integrated
system can improve the
performance of concrete
walls used in passive
building envelopes,
influence sustainable
hospitality design and
provide expected levels
of comfort for guests in
the hospitality industry.
Fig. 1. Ground source heat exchange connected to pipe-embedded wall
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BACKGROUND

In order to understand the proposed coupled system, there must be an understanding
of each component and how optimal performance of the system depends on sustainable
architectural design. The basics of each component, a brief history and applicable case
studies will be explained and presented starting with ground source thermal loops and then
thermal mass (concrete walls). This will be followed by a more detailed explanation of how
the components couple to form a functioning energy efficient system, how research can prove
energy efficiency and how architectural design concepts can merge to influence sustainable
hospitality design.

11
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BACKGROUND
Ground Heat Exchange
In 1852, using mathematics,
William Thompson (Lord Kelvin)
proves the theory of heat pump
technology and proposes a
practical heat pump system
called “the heat multiplier”.
Shortly thereafter, in 1855, Peter
Ritter von Rittinger develops
and installs the first heat pump
system at a salt works in Austria.
This system created steam
generated power and proved
the practicality of heat pump
technology. In 1904 Prince
Piero Ginori invents the worlds
first geothermal power plant

William Thomson (Lord Kelvin)

Image 1

Prince Piero Ginori’s geothermal power plant

Image 2

in Larderello, Italy. This was
followed, in 1945, by Robert C.
Weber’s invention of the first
direct exchange ground source
heat pump at his home in
Indianapolis, Indiana.
These innovations were
the first to condition space
using ground heat exchange
technologies that take
advantage of the low-grade
energy source provided by
the stable temperature of
subsurface soils.
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Since 1945, ground source
heat exchange technology has
been accepted, improved on
and installed in over 1,000,000
projects world-wide. Currently,
building projects in the desert
southwest, have begun to
embrace the long-term financial
and environmental benefits of
ground source heat exchange
systems. Lookout Elementary
School in Phoenix, AZ, designed
by orcutt/winslow architects,
incorporates a GSTE system
using 191 vertical wells that
supplement typical commercial

Lookout Elementary School

Image 3

Cashman Caterpillar HQ

Image 4

HVAC systems.
Another building in the
desert southwest is the
Cashman Caterpillar Corporate
HQ in las Vegas. Designed
by SHarchitecture in 2006,
the building’s HVAC system is
supplemented by an energy
efficient GSHE system. These
modern building designs are
examples of the burgeoning
hybrid systems that create
energy efficiency through
coupled systems.
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BACKGROUND
Ground Heat Exchange
Ground Source Thermal
Loops are vertical borings
and horizontal excavations
containing liquid filled pipes that
use the constant temperature
of subsurface soil to transfer
heat. This process is more
generally known as ground heat
exchange.
There are three main types
of ground heat exchange
loops that are applicable to
the proposed coupled system:
vertical, horizontal and open.
Vertical wells require drilling to
obtain needed depth and are

VERTICAL

subject to subsurface conditions.
Horizontal well loops are shallow
and do not require optimal
subsurface conditions. This
makes them less expensive.
However, horizontal well loops
require much larger areas of
land to meet code requirements.
Vertical and horizontal closed
loop systems are the most
practical and environmentally
safe options because they do not
require open water and no liquid
discharge is present.

15

CLOSED LOOP

Fig. 2

HORIZONTAL

Fig. 3

VERTICAL

Fig. 4

OPEN LOOP
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BACKGROUND
Thermal Mass
Native Americans built the
first passive building envelopes
in North America. The Navajo
people, being mostly nomadic
hunter gathers, traveled to the
desert southwest and built
temporary dwellings called
Hogans that were made of
mud, wood and bark materials.
These dwellings were the first
buildings in North America
to take advantage of thermal
mass performance in a building
envelope and were a result of
pragmatic and functional needs.
Some of the first multi-level

Navajo Hogans

Image 5

Pueblo Adobes

Image 6

passive building envelopes in
North America are the adobe
structures in Taos, New Mexico.
The Pueblo people in the region
developed building envelopes
made of earth, water and straw
to utilize as a thermal mass for
heating and cooling interior
space. The Pueblo’s materials
and process used, gave the
adobe the structural capability to
rise to greater heights.
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Throughout North America,
from 1150-1950, this passive
building envelope design was
improved upon in different
forms using local materials. The
Old Mormon Fort in Las Vegas,
Nevada is an example of how
the ancient residential structures
of Taos were copied and used
for strategic protection in the
southern region of the Mojave
Desert.
The Springs Preserve in Las
Vegas, NV is the most recent
local example of thermal mass
building envelope design at

The Old Mormon Fort

Image 7

Springs Preserve

Image 8

larger scales. Designed by
LGA Las Vegas from 1999 to
2007, The building envelopes
are designed using concrete,
rammed earth and straw bail
construction, all of which are
efficient thermal masses. These
thermal mass walls are designed
using calculated thickness to
provide a proper rate of thermal
energy transfer into interior
spaces.
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BACKGROUND
Thermal Mass
The basics of thermal mass
wall design centralize around

PASSIVE

thermal energy transfer through
a mass from an area of higher
temperature to an area of lower
temperature. When solar energy
is absorbed by conduction,
convection and radiation
absorption, heat moves through
the mass from the exterior
space to the interior space at a
rate based on the material solar
reflectance index, absorption,

RADIATION
ABSORPTION

capacity and transmittance.
Based on material capabilities,
wall thickness can be
established allowing a passive
mass to absorb heat during the

CONDUCTION
CONVECTION

day and release heat at night.
The passive/active hybrid
design is flexible and can be
thinner than a passive wall by
removing heat in the mass

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

through embedded pipes. This
allows the designer to reduce
the amount of material, which
reduces carbon emissions, cost
and increases usable square
footage.
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WALL SECTION

Fig. 5

PASSIVE/ACTIVE HYBRID

RADIATION
ABSORPTION

CONDUCTION
CONVECTION

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

WALL SECTION

Fig. 6
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BACKGROUND
Space Conditioning
Willis Carrier invented the
first modern air conditioning
system in 1902. Following
several advancements through
the 1930’s, 40’s and 50’s, air
conditioning units were small
and financially affordable
on a large scale. After 1950,
electricity is widely prevalent
and available in most buildings.
This availability, combined with
technological advancements in
HVAC units that are financially
viable, allows consumers and
developers to buy units in mass
quantities. By 1953 more than a

Image 9

Willis Carrier

million air conditioning units are
selling each year.
WILLIS CARRIER
INVENTS
MODERN A/C

With more responsive
control of interior environments,

A/C SELLS ONE
MILLION UNITS A
YEAR

developers have the opportunity
to build in arid regions that
were previously perceived
by consumers as too hot for

1902

1950

1953

acceptable comfort levels.
As popularity and capability
of HVAC units and central air
systems increased through the
1970’s, architects and engineers
use lighter, cheaper, more
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ELECTRICITY
PREVALENT IN
MOST BUILDINGS

flexible materials in building

change in design priorities which

envelopes. This allows

mostly ignore energy efficiency

designers, in the main interest

as a key factor in building

and 2000’s, growing concerns

of cost reduction and usable

envelopes.

about pollution and the cause

square footage, to reduce the

		

From 1953 to the present, arid

space in arid regions.
Throughout the 1980’s, 90’s

of pollutants become a primary

quantity and quality of materials

regions of the desert southwest

concern for the masses

in the building envelope. During

exploded in population due in

leading to research that offers

this same time period, numerous

part to advancements in HVAC

new knowledge about global

new power plants come on

technology particularly central

climate, environmental and

line providing an abundance

air conditioning systems that

ecological health. Results from

of electricity to growing cities,

gained popularity in the 1950’s.

this research lead to energy

particularly cities in the desert

Central air conditioning systems

efficiency as a practical solution

southwest. The abundance of

have since become the primary

for reducing carbon emissions.

electricity creates

means for conditioning interior

LIGHTER,
CHEAPER
BUILDING
MATERIALS

1970’s

1980’s

DESERT
SOUTHWEST
POPULATION
EXPLODES

1990’s

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERNS

Fig. 7
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BACKGROUND
Current Case Studies
In the later parts of Midcentury modern design (1961),
Las Vegas, NV Paradise Palms
development architects Dan
Palmer and William Krisel
designed residential models
using concrete masonry units
(thermal mass) in the building
envelope. The “Caddyshack
House” utilizes a passive
envelope working in conjunction
with a HVAC unit. At the time
this coupling was the dominate
and most widely used system for
conditioning interior space in arid
regions.

Caddyshack House

Image 10

A recent example
incorporating GSTE into the
building envelope, is the visitors
center at Sunnylands estate
in Rancho Mirage, California.
Designed by Frederick Fisher
in 2008, the building’s heating
and cooling loads are satisfied
with a water-source geothermal
heat pump consisting of 93
wells at a depth of 350 feet.
This component is coupled with
a cast in place underfloor air
distribution system.
Sunnylands Estate Visitor Center
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Image 11

The Kunsthaus Bregenz
Museum in Bregenz, Austria,
designed by Peter Zumthor
in 1990, has a minimal heavy
concrete structural core
embedded with pipes. The
embedded walls create a heat
sink when cooling is needed
and radiant heat when heating
is needed. The water in the
embedded hydronic system
removes thermal energy for
cooling. A gas-fed boiler
supplies heat to the water when
needed. The building design
has potential for heating in arid

Kunsthaus Bregenz

Image 12

Vegas PBS/CCSD Educational Technology Campus

Image 13

regions during winter months.
The Vegas PBS/CCSD
Educational Technology building
in Las Vegas, NV was designed
by JMA Architecture Studios in
2007 and features 202 ground
source heat exchange wells
drilled to an average depth
of 425 feet. This ground heat
exchange system is used
mainly to supplement typical
commercial HVAC when cooling
the campus during summer
months..
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BACKGROUND
Current Case Studies
Several new hospitality
projects are showing the
potential for energy efficient
design in the building envelope
using both thermal mass and
ground source heat exchange.
The Al Faya Lodge & Spa is
a boutique hotel located in
Sharjeh, UAE. The lodge is a
renovation and retrofit utilizing a
GSTL system that supplements
a typical HVAC system. This
energy efficient coupled system
provides heating and cooling to
all five buildings in the complex.
The Hamad Bin Khalifa

Al Faya Lodge & Spa

Image 14

Hamad Bin Khalifa University

Image 15

University Campus in UAE’s
crimson desert region, designed
by Legorreta + Legorreta in
2011, is comprised of buildings
with concrete (thermal mass)
envelopes clad in thick
sandstone. These buildings
incorporate GSTL’s that
supplement HVAC systems.
Most buildings in the complex
have functional design and
occupant usage similar to
occupant usage in hospitality
programmatic design.
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The Mesa at Amangiri,
designed by Selldorf Architects
in 2008-2009, is a planned
collection of 36 villas. Each villa
(approx. 5000 SF) is designed
with concrete mass as the main
material for vertical elements
of the building envelope. This
thermal mass envelope is
coupled with geothermal heating
and cooling and localized solar
water heating. The design
concept is an example of how
scale and scope with a coupled
system can increase without loss
in efficiency and how upscale

The Mesa at Amangiri

Image 16

The Bardessono Hotel and Spa

Image 17

villa occupancy can incorporate
into other large scale hospitality
environments.
Another example at this scale
and scope is the Bardessono
Hotel and Spa in Napa Valley.
Designed in 2008 by WATG the
guestrooms are designed with
thermal mass walls strategically
placed based on daylighting
studies and are coupled with 330
foot deep geothermal wells that
help heat and cool space.
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BACKGROUND
Sustainable Hospitality and Guest Expectations
Based on recent research,

Several large development

designed.

the need for sustainability in

stakeholders now provide

the hospitality industry has

recycling programs, locally

industry has been reluctant to

grown. There has been an

sourced organic products,

embrace new construction that

increase in the number of

water saving measures and

is energy efficient. Development

independent eco-friendly resorts

remodels that feature recycled

stakeholders have prioritized

that cater to niche clientele

materials. These stakeholders

operating costs, rental incomes,

demanding environmental

have seen guests concerns

tenancy rates, team member

protection measures. With

about environmental issues

productivity, marketable

more environmental regulations

and sustainability become a

recognition and interior remodels

in place and guest awareness

part of guest satisfaction-a core

over initial energy efficient design

increasing, many hospitality

indicator for guest loyalty and

and construction (Cracknell,

stakeholders are implementing

increased check averages. Two

Abu-Hijleh, 2015).

various sustainable programs

studies have produced results

to increase the “greenness” of

showing 70% of travelers prefer

industry having at or near

their operations (Dief and Font,

accommodations that have

the most energy-intensive

2010; Manaktola and Jauhari,

implemented environmentally

types of building designs,

2007; Wolfe and Shanklin, 2001).

conscious strategies and would

development stakeholders

As the percentage of hospitality

willingly participate in green

are reluctant to incur an initial

guests seeking these properties

initiatives (Dalton et al., 2008;

increase in cost for energy

grows, the opportunity to

Bulter, 2008). With increasing

efficient buildings. However, the

expand the scale and scope of

concern from hospitality guests

recent increase in awareness,

sustainable measures grows.

about environmental impacts

participation and demands

from climate change negatively

from guests concerning

the larger stakeholders are

effecting quality of life, more

sustainable measures provides

seizing an opportunity to

hospitality development

an opportunity for development

profit from a growing market

stakeholders are embracing

stakeholders to capitalize on the

share by identifying possible

changing guest expectations

long term potential benefits of

sustainability programs that

about how buildings in

energy efficient design. In the

have profit increase potential.

the hospitality industry are

Smart Market Report

As with most industry,
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Historically, the hospitality

Despite the hospitality

Energy Efficiency in Hospitality Design
Green Retail and Hospitality:
Capitalizing on the Growth in
Green Building Investments
(2013), 48% of hotel building
owners, as of 2013, were
developing more than half of
their new construction projects
with green design attributes.
This strong projected growth
continued through 2015.

64%

70%

52%

60%
50%

38%

40%
30%
20%

48%
28%

18%

10%
0%
Retail/Restaurant

2011

2013

Hotel

2015

Fig. 8 McGraw Hill Construction Smart Market Report 2013
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BACKGROUND
Energy Efficiency in Hospitality Design
Recently, Environmentally
friendly travel and tourism
concepts based on sustainable
design have been accepted and

Total LEED Certified
Hospitality projects 1998-2019
Certified LEED Projects in Hospitality Sector

integrated into new construction
projects. Stakeholders are

recognizing environmental
concerns by developing more
energy efficient buildings.
With the number of LEED

16%

certified hospitality projects
growing significantly in the
past three years, stakeholders
increased return on investment
and embraced financial benefits
of a long term, energy efficient

767 Total
Projects

building. Despite this, research
concerning energy efficient
building envelopes for the
hospitality industry is almost
non-existent. There is a need

84%

to create new knowledge about
the potential of the building
envelope to play a larger role
in heating and cooling interior
space. This role can make
buildings more energy efficient
and satisfy some environmental
concerns of hospitality guests.
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2016-2019
1998-2015
Fig. 9 Certified LEED projects in hospitality sector

Current Research
Recent quasi-experimental
research has been conducted

H VAC syst e m

to address the possible benefits
of coupling ground source

mechanical

thermal loops and thermal mass

h e at in g &
co o l ing
source

systems, In the 2016 research
paper entitled, A study on pipeembedded wall integrated
with ground source-coupled
heat exchanger for enhanced

G ro u n d
so u r c e
co u p l e d
heat
ex cha n g e r

building energy efficiency in
diverse climate regions,
Authors Li, Xu and Sun produce
sound data and positive
analytical results confirming the
benefits of coupling GSTL and

Fig. 10 Current research schematics

vertical thermal mass envelopes.
Typically, ground source
Air ha ndling
u nit fo r
Vent ilat io n

thermal loops are used to
supplement other mechanical
systems making those systems
more energy efficient. However,
the potentially energy efficient
performance of an autonomous
coupled system void of

G ro u n d
so u r c e
heat
ex cha n g e r

supplementation has not been
addressed. This unknown is
addressed in the proposed
research.
Fig. 11 Proposed research schematics
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL
Research Tools
This research proposal starts
with understanding the research
process and using that process
to develop needed knowledge

Ident if y r esea r ch
a r ea

concerning use of the vertical
elements of the building
envelope for conditioning interior

Design r esea r ch
st u dy

space.
After investigating the most
user friendly and accessible

C a r r y o ut
r esea r ch

simulation programs suitable
for architectural students, both
programs shown on this page

Ana ly z e r esea r ch
r esu lt s

can produce accurate results
when users have intermediate
to advanced computational

Pu blish r esea r ch
r esu lt s

knowledge. These programs
can calculate heating and

Fig. 12 Research process

cooling loads, size systems and
provide data for energy efficiency
analysis.
Based on the statement of

Energyplus

the research, development of
a study flow chart gives further

or

insight into how data should
be collected and comparative

TRNSYS18

analysis should be conducted.

Fig. 13 Software programs
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Research Study

Climate data
(Las Vegas)
(McCarran INT )
Baseline building
Concrete
(GSCHE system)

Baseline building
Concrete
( Typical HVAC)

Cooling and heating load profile
[Q 1 ]

Cooling and heating
load profile
[Q b a s e ]

GSCHE system size
(Optimal # of
wells) [CAP 1 ]

HVAC system size
[CAP b a s e ]
VS.

a cost

Initial cost
(GSCHE+pipe embedded)
[P cost 1 ]

Initial cost
(HVAC system)
[P cost b a s e ]
VS.

a es

Building energy use
(GSCHE+pipe embedded)
[P cost 1 ]

Building energy use
(HVAC system)
[P cost b a s e ]

Environmental
impact

Environmental
impact

Overall performance
evaluation

Fig. 14 Study flow chart
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL
System Schematics
The first component of the
proposed system consists of
a concrete building envelope

Air ha ndling u nit fo r
r egu lat ing,
cir cu lat ing a nd
vent ilat ing a ir

embedded with pipes. The
pipe embedded envelope is
connected to ground source
heat exchangers that intercept
heat gain/loss and transfer
energy to and from the ground
to maintain required interior

G ro u nd
so u r ce
heat
ex cha n g e r

temperatures. This coupling is
combined with a ventilation fan
or air handling unit to create
the proposed system. The air
handling unit communicates with
the coupled envelope and GSHE
component to regulate, circulate

Fig. 15 Proposed research schematics

S e co n d ar y
wat e r lo o p

Pr i m ar y
wat e r lo o p

Gro u n d si d e
wat e r lo o p

and ventilate air as needed to
and air quality control.
This system should be sized
based on the required loads

AHU

for the building and has the

D ecoupller

help maintain thermal comfort
Heat
pump

Ground
source
heat
exchanger

potential to service the proposed
design applications contained
herein.

Var i abl e
sp e e d p u m p

Co n st ant
sp e e d p u m p

Fig. 16 Detailed proposed schematics
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Co n st ant
sp e e d p u m p

Simulation Schematics
The simulation data produced
by Energyplus or TRNSYS will
need to utilize reliable and

W e at h e r
d at a

Bu i ld i n g
( Ty p e)

accurate schematic inputs.
The schematic for a baseline
building creates a comparative
foundation for the proposed
system simulations. Once a
baseline has been established,

Scheduler

Fig. 17. Baseline building
W e at h e r
d at a

GS H E
( Ty p e)

heating and cooling loads for

Bu i ld i n g
( Ty p e)

Scheduler

Pi p e
( Ty p e)

system types can be calculated

Output

using building load simulation.
Building cooling and heating
load profiles can then be used to
appropriately size and operate

Output

Co nt ro l l e r
Pu m p ( Ty p e)
Fig. 18 Building heating and cooling load simulation

elements for the proposed HVAC
Pi p e
( Ty p e)

system simulations.
The data produced by the

Pi p e
( Ty p e)

Pi p e
( Ty p e)

using the flow chart in fig 5 to
determine overall performance
of the proposed building and

AHU
( Type)

integrated systems. These

D ecoupler

simulations will be analyzed
Heat
pump
( Type)

Ground
source
heat
exchanger
( Type)

simulations are conducted with
the understanding that the
research is quasi-experimental
and that actual conditions and
results may differ.

Var i abl e
Co n st ant
sp e e d p u m p sp e e d p u m p
( Ty p e)
( Ty p e)

Co n st ant
sp e e d p u m p
( Ty p e)

Fig. 19 HVAC simulation
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RESEARCH PROPOSAL
Anticipated Outcomes
The proposed research
intends to improve the
understanding of integration
and coupling of passive and
active systems. The proposed
research has the potential to
reduce energy consumption by
operating more efficiently and for
less hours than a typical HVAC

Cost benefit

system. This reduces costs
associated with conditioning
space, and by default, reduces

Energy Effic iency

tonnage of greenhouse gas

Environmenta l

annually.
By integrating active controls

impa c t

in a passive mass, occupants
can maintain responsive control
of the interior environment

Improves pa ssive
design

and potentially satisfy thermal
comfort expectations.

		

Positive outcomes from this

Satisfies Guest
Expec tations

amalgamation can help alleviate
preconceived stakeholder
intrepidation and change

Cha nge
Perc eptions

perceptions in the hospitality
sector about energy efficient
design in the building envelope.
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Fig. 20 Anticipated outcomes

RESEARCH PROPOSAL
Research Limitations
As with most quasiexperimental research,
simulation outcomes produce
an unknown degree of accuracy
compared to actual outcomes.
The research, as presented here,
is limited to a proposal and lacks
simulation data for the specific
coupled system.
However, based on the
applicable peer reviewed
research cited, the potential for
positive outcomes is greater
than the number of negative
outcomes. Cost benefit (Mid
to long term) energy efficiency,

Cost benefit
(short term)
Satisfies Guest
Expec tations

environmental impact and
improving passive design
are strong influences with
positive potential. Cost benefit

Cha nge
Perc eptions

(short term), satisfying guest
expectations and changing
guest perceptions are unknowns
laking historical quantity of peer
reviewed research. However,
with more anticipated outcomes
than not being vetted, the

Fig. 21 Research limitations

potential for positive outcomes
warrants further investigation.
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design
The conceptual design
is derived from a simple
rectilinear mass that was
evaluated by Climate Consultant

Concept
Scale

and determined to be the
most energy efficient form.
Through this evaluation, it was
determined that a longitudinal
east-west orientation is the best
placement for energy efficient
performance. The application

N

and details that proceed into
design development should
expand these fundamental
characteristics in order to
determine scale and scope
limitations.
By starting with a small,

Placement

rectilinear mass, the conceptual
design can be flexible when
length is increased and multiple
masses are combined to form
larger footprints. As shown on
fig 17, the scale and scope can
expand or contract. As the size
of the site and client program
requirements increase, additional
masses can be placed to

N
Scale and Scope

increase usable space.
Fig. 22 Design concept
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Multi-Story
Stacking

In order to expand the
design concept, shape typology

Conceptual Massing

should be determined for

Shape Typologies

optimal energy efficiency and

Point

Compact shape, smaller scale

Block

Economic, space efficient layout

Line

Logitudinal corridor, well daylit

Ployline

Varying angles and segments

Freeform

Contextual, non-standard solutions

floor planning. In the research
entitled, The Optimization
Potential of Floor-Plan
Typologies in Early Design
Energy Modeling (Dogan, Saratis,
Reinhart 2016), reoccurring
patterns in shape typologies
are determined to be present
in most conceptual massing
processes. These shape
typologies should be analyzed
for each unique site and project

Fig. 23 General reoccurring shape typologies

to full-fill as many design
requirements as possible.
The conceptual massing

Point

Limited passive daylighting

Block

Additional pipe embedded walls

Line

Optimal

Ployline

Optimal W/limited mass connectivity

Freeform

Optimal for non standard solutions

process for the proposed
research should conform to the
predesribed design concept and
increase in scale and scope to
integrate coupled system and
specific requirements. Of the
five shape typologies, all five can
be explored for the proposed
concept as long as the masses
conform to a relatively narrow
east-west longitudinal mass.
Fig. 24 Applicable shape typologies for proposed research
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design
Organizing interior space
and services for the proposed
concept requires identification of

Conceptual Planning
Organization Typologies

applicable floor plan typologies.
Chosen typologies should
satisfy energy efficiency, flexible

Vertical Point

Core in center of building

placement for pipe embedded
elements of the building
envelope and typical hospitality
planning requirements. All five
chosen organization typologies

Corridor Center Central circulation axis

can be explored in design
development. However, when
massing complexity and scale/
scope increase, application of
the coupled system becomes

Corridor Edge

Peripheral circulation axis

Compartments

Complex 3-d arrangements

Open Plan

Without space dividers

limited. Limitation is mainly due
to increase initial cost for larger
quantities of materials.

Fig. 25 General reoccurring interior organization typologies
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Based on the proposed
research and existing research
cited, line and free-form shape

Combination Typologies

typologies combined with

Line/Corridor Edge (optimal performance and planning)

selected organization typologies
can support optimization of
the coupled system. Also, this
combination can help optimize

Line/Compartments

form/shape placement of pipe
embedded walls and help
satisfy client, code and tertiary
requirements.

Line/Open Plan

Freeform/Corridor Edge

Freeform/Compartments

Freeform/Open Plan

Fig. 26 Applicable space and organization combinations
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design
The ability of the
autonomous coupled system
to satisfy all heating and

Shape/Form/Plan
Limitations

cooling loads in any climate is
dependent on the volume of
interior space and the number
of pipe embedded walls placed.
As interior space increases in

2. Foundation/South/West/East/Roof

volume the number and size
of possible pipe embedded
walls must increase. Optimal
performance of the coupled
system occurs when all
enclosure elements of the
building envelope contain
embedded pipes and volume

3. Foundation/South/West/East

of interior space conditioned is
within required energy modeling
simulation outcomes.

4. Foundation/South/West

1. Optimal performance of coupled system
Fig. 27 Ranked performance of pipe embedded walls
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5. Least optimal-Foundation/South

In arid regions in North
America, maximum solar
exposure will occur on the
south wall first and progress in
descending order as described
in Figure __.
As scale and scope increase
complexity of the coupled
system increases. Designers
will have to segment and
strategically place pipeembedded walls to reduce cost,
maintain maximum efficiency
and accommodate fenestration.
Pipe embedded walls should
be placed and segmented
on the envelope and interior
space per energy modeling and
analysis results. In addition,
pipe embedded walls should
be placed according to space
and organization typology
combinations established herein.
Based on these fundamental
limitations and existing research,
pipe embedded wall design
is flexible and has potential to
satisfy design requirements for
projects in the small to mid-size
scope and scale range.
Fig. 28 Flexible usage and placement of pipe embedded walls
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design (Hospitality)
In order to expand and
integrate the concept through
design development in scale/

Proposed Concept Limitations
(0-300,000sf)

scope, and better fit hospitality
design requirements, appropriate
industry application must be
determined after examining
established hospitality segments
and typologies.

Small
-

Hotel/Motel
Inns
Service Apts.
Residential Rentals
Condos

-

Hotel/Motel
Service Apts.
Condos
Resorts

Specific hospitality typologies
should be identified as optimal
candidates based on limitations
of the proposed system and
established design concepts. As

Mid-Size

aforementioned, the scale and
scope of the proposal is limited
to small/mid-size projects.
Larger projects such as
gaming facilities and megaresorts have limited integration
possibilities. These limited
possibilities should be identified

Small
- Restaurants
- Bars
- Cafes

for specific pieces of megaresort design and integrated
as minor parts to the whole for
potential overall energy use
reduction.

Mid-Size
-

Restaurants
Bars
Cafes
Breweries
Wineries

Fig. 29 Viable hospitality industry segment and size applications
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Small 0 - 47,000sf

Mid-Size 48,000 - 300,000sf

Large 300,000 - 2,300,000sf

Small
Hotel/Motel
Inns
Service Apts.
Residential Rentals
Condominiums
Resorts

-

Hotel
Service Apts.
Residential Rentals
Condominiums
Resorts

Large

Large

-

- Attractions
- Parks
- Gaming
Facilities

Hotel
Service Apts.
Condos
Resorts

RE
C

G
IN

RE

FOO
D

&

AGE
ER
V
E

B

Restaurants
Bars
Cafes
Breweries
Wineries

M
RIS

Mid-Size
-

Attractions
Parks
Gaming Facilities
Clubs

-

Attractions
Parks
Gaming Facilities
Clubs

-

Docks
Airports
Train Station
Rental Car facility

Mid-Size

TRA
V
EL
/T

Small

HOSPITALITY
INDUSTRY
OU

CORE SEGMENTS

- Restaurants
- Bars
- Cafes

-

ION
AT

LO
D

Mid-Size

Small

G

-

Large

Large

-

- Docks
- Airports
- Train
Stations
- Rental Car
Facilities

Restaurants
Bars
Cafes
Breweries
Wineries

Small

Mid-Size
-

Docks
Airports
Train Stations
Rental Car facilities

Fig. 30 Hospitality industry segments, typologies and size categories
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design (Hospitality)
Design Parameters
Baseline Building Model Constraints
Height				
Length
Width
Window to Wall Ratio
Occupancy
Lighting Load
Multi-Zone Building
Ventilation Rate

150 ft suggested for pumping and heat loss coefficients
200 ft suggested for pumping and heat loss coefficients
40 ft maximum for optimal natural daylighting
25%-30% respectively (north and south exposure)
Guestroom floors (full gross square footage of the building footprint divided by 200)
13W/m2
Each bedroom is a zone
30m3/h per person

Market limitations
Average number of rooms per hotel in US, by chain type

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

2017

2018

2019

Fig. 31 Average number of rooms per hotel in US, by chain type. Statista 2020
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Residential Rentals
Small (2 Bedrooms/1 Story Building)

80' - 0"

12' - 0"

40' - 0"

40' - 0"

Plan View

1

Elevation

West
1
1/64" = 1'-0"

Square Cooridor edge one story
1/64" = 1'-0"

Mid-Size (4 Bedrooms/2 Story Building)

80' - 0"

Plan View
Fig. 32 Residential rental design parameters

1

24' - 0"

40' - 0"

40' - 0"

1

Elevation

West
1/64" = 1'-0"

Square Cooridor edge one story
1/64" = 1'-0"
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design (Hospitality)
Once design parameters

Typical Residential Bedrooms

have been established, the
design process can move
into the late schematic/early
design development phase.
28' - 0"

Typical hotel room dimensions,

13' - 0"

plan, and amenities can help
create extents for client and
site restrictions. Establishing
zones for each area conditioned
by the pipe embedded wall
system allows for the next

for each zone in order to

25' - 0"

modeling should be simulated

26' - 4"

stage, energy modeling. Energy

determine optimal placement
of pipe embedded walls. As
complexity of design increases,
the amount of pipe can decrease
to accommodate cost effective
measures. Energy modeling
can help balance meeting
heating and cooling loads with
cost increases for materials
and mechanical components.
Mechanical Engineers should
consider various design
options to accommodate
needed elements within design
parameters.
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Typical Room
1/8" = 1'-0"

Plan View

1 Residential Bedrooms
Fig. 33 Typical

Mid-Size (4 Bedrooms/2 Story Building)
Design Parameters

Square
Cooridor edge one story
Zoning
1/32" = 1'-0"

1

3

2

1

4

1

Energy
SquareModeling
Cooridor edge one story

1/32" = 1'-0"

Pipe Placement
Fig. 34 Residential rental design sequence
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Design Development (Hospitality)
Once the established design

Proposed Residential Design

parameters have been met,

1

more detailed functionality
within architectural design will

Main level - Callout 1
1/8" = 1'-0"

33' - 2"

have to be established. Zoning

16' - 7"

of the plan should be based on

13' - 9"

the limitation of the coupled
system and how that limitation
effects such design elements as:
wall thickness, piping placement,
air handling, fenestration, ceiling
heights, plenum space and
The typical room plan in
comparison to the proposed

Zone 3
27' - 0"

structure.

room plan shows a drastic
difference in wall thickness
and available storage area.
The typical room plan has the
advantage of creating a smaller
overall footprint that makes
leasable square footage more
efficient. However, the proposed
plan is more energy efficient with
no visible mechanical systems in
the interior or exterior space.
Energy modeling of each
zone should be used to refine
various design considerations.
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Proposed Bedroom Design
1/8” = 1’-0”

Zone 4

Main Level - Level 2
1/16” = 1’-0”

Basement - Level 1
1/16” = 1’-0”

Pipe Embedded Wall
With High Density Foam
Pipe Embedded Wall
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Design Development (Hospitality)
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Design Development (Hospitality)
Starting with minimal design
for scale and scope allows the
designer to create a baseline
that can fulfill and integrate into
as many hospitality segments
as possible. Residential design
properties, both permanent
resident and rental, can be
established by determining
typical needs and wants of the
occupants. There are several
common amenities that both
residential homes and hotels
share: recreation, indoor outdoor
living, ease of access, pool
and open plan. All of these are
represented in the proposed
design.
Although location is the
most influential factor in guest
requests, the proposed baseline
residential design has potential
to accommodate guest wants,
site requirements, and contextual
conditions while integrating the
proposed coupled GSHE system.
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design (Hospitality)
Design Parameters
Baseline Building Model Constraints
Height				
Length
Width
Window to Wall Ratio
Occupancy
Lighting Load
Multi-Zone Building
Ventilation Rate

150 ft suggested for pumping and heat loss coefficients
200 ft suggested for pumping and heat loss coefficients
40 ft maximum for optimal natural daylighting
25%-30% respectively (north and south exposure)
Guestroom floors (full gross square footage of the building footprint divided by 200)
13W/m2
Each guestroom is a zone
30m3/h per person

Market limitations
Average number of rooms per hotel in US, by chain type

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

2017

2018

2019

Fig. 17 Average number of rooms per hotel in US, by chain type. Statista 2020
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Small (60 Rooms/3 Story Building)

40' - 0"

33' - 0"

34' - 8"

328' - 4"

Plan View

1

Elevation

Level 5
1/64" = 1'-0"

1

North
1/64" = 1'-0"

40' - 0"

Mid-Size (115 Rooms/10 Story Building)

110' - 0"

26' - 4"

164' - 0"

Plan View

1

Elevation

Front Corridor 10 Story
1/64" = 1'-0"

1

South
1/64" = 1'-0"56

DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design (Hospitality)
Once design parameters

Typical Hotel Room

have been established, the
design process can move into
late schematic/early design
development. Typical hotel room
28' - 0"

dimensions, plan, and amenities

13' - 0"

can establish solutions for client
and site restrictions. Establishing
basic zones for areas conditioned
by the pipe embedded wall
system allows for the next
stage, energy modeling. Energy

determine optimal placement

25' - 0"

for each individual zone to

26' - 4"

modeling should be simulated

of pipe embedded walls. As
complexity of design increases,
the amount of pipe can decrease
to accommodate cost effective
measures. Energy modeling
can help balance meeting
heating and cooling loads with
cost increase for materials
and mechanical components.
Mechanical Engineers should
consider various design
options to accommodate
needed elements within design
parameters.
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1

Typical Room
1/8" = 1'-0"

Fig. 17 Typical hotel room

Plan View

Mid-Size (115 Rooms/10 Story Building)
Design Parameters

Zoning

1

14

Front Corridor 10 Story
1/32" = 1'-0"

1

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

9 10 11 12

15

13

Energy Modeling

1

Front Corridor 10 Story
1/32" = 1'-0"

Pipe Placement
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Schematic Design (Hospitality)
Once the fundamental

Proposed Hotel Design

design parameters have been
met, more detailed functionality

29'

within architectural design will

13'

have to be established. Zoning
of the plan should be based on
the limitation of the coupled
system and how that limitation
effects such design elements as:
wall thickness, piping placement,

structure.

26'

heights, plenum space and

28'

air handling, fenestration, ceiling

Zone 3

The typical room plan in
comparison to the proposed
room plan shows a drastic
difference in wall thickness
and available storage area.
The typical room plan has the
advantage of creating a smaller
overall footprint that makes
leasable square footage more
efficient. However, the proposed
plan is more energy efficient with
no visible mechanical systems in
the interior or exterior space.
Energy modeling of each
zone should be used to refine
various design considerations.
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Main Level - Level 1 - Callout 1
1
Proposed
Hotel Room
= 1'-0"
1/8” 1/8"
= 1’-0”

Zone 4

Main Level - Level 1
1” = 40’-0”

Main Level - Level 1

1

1" = 40'-0"

Level 2
1” = 40’-0”
Concrete Column and
Beam Structure
Vertical Shaft for
Piping
1

Level 2
1" = 40'-0"

Pipe Embedded Wall
Pipe Embedded Wall
With High Density Foam
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Design Development (Hospitality)

2
p. 62

Section 1
3/16” = 1’-0”

61

Concrete

Pipe
Rebar
Rigid Insulation

Finished Floor
Pipe

Ridgid Insulation
Rebar

Rebar
Drop Ceiling
Concrete Beam

Concrete
1

Section 1 - Callout 1

Pipe

1/2" = 1'-0"

Detail 2
1/2” = 1’-0”
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Design Development (Hospitality)
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Design Development (Hospitality)
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